BUILDING BETTER
MENTAL HEALTH

Mental health is all about
how we think, feel and
behave as we face life’s ups
and downs. How we handle
stress, relate to others, make
decisions and go about our
daily lives can impact mental
health. Like physical health,
looking after mental health is
crucial at every stage of life.

MENTAL HEALTH SELF-ASSESSMENT
Rate yourself on each of the six dimensions based on where
you think you are the last two-four weeks. Remember, where
we stand shifts depending on what is going on in our lives, so
don’t worry even if you’re not doing so well. Be sincere, as this
will help you comprehend what you can do to move back
into the green.
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MOOD

HEALTHY

REACTING

INJURED

ILL

Normal mood

Irritable/impatient;

Anger; Anxiety;

Angry outbursts/

fluctuations;

Nervous; Sadness/

Pervasively sad/

aggression;

Calm & takes

overwhelmed

hopeless

Excessive

things in stride

anxiety/panic
attacks;
Depressed/suicid

ATTITUDE

al thoughts
Good sense of

Displaced sarcasm;

Negative attitude;

Can’t perform

humor;

Procrastination;

Poor

duties/ control

Performing well;

Forgetfulness

performance or

behavior or

In control

workaholic; Poor

concentrate;

mentally

concentration/

Engaging in

decisions

behaviors which
appear to be
markedly out of

ACTIVITY

PHYSICAL
HEALTH

SLEEP

char acter
Normal sleep

Trouble sleeping;

Restless

Can’t fall asleep

patterns; Few

Intrusive thoughts;

disturbed sleep;

or stay asleep;

sleep difficulties

Nightmares

Recurrent

Sleeping too

images/nightmares

much or too little

Physically well;

Muscle tension/

Increased aches

Physical illnesses;

Good energy

headaches; Low

and pains;

Constant fatigue

level

energy

Increased fatigue

Physically and

Decreased activity/

Avoidance;

Not going out or

socially active

socializing

Withdrawal

answering phone;
Changes to
appetite
(increased or

HABITS

decreased)
No/limited drug

Regular but

Increased drug

Frequent drug

and alcohol

controlled drug and

and alcohol use/

and alcohol or

use/gambling

alcohol use/

gambling – hard

gambling use –

gambling

to control

inability to
control with
severe
consequences;
Out of character
decision making
e.g. spending

WHAT SHOULD I DO?
Healthy adaptive coping

GREEN

The same tools we use as buffers in times of challenge will also help us thrive and
perform to our potential every day. Maintain a positive attitude, nurture support
systems, focus on the task, and divide challenges into manageable tasks.
Continue to build resilience and improve your level of functioning.

Mild, common and reversible distress
or impairment

YELLOW

Identify limits and take breaks when needed. Get a good amount of rest,
maintain a healthy eating pattern and incorporate regular physical activity.
Recognize and resolve problems as quickly as you can. Use self-management
tools and support strategies to build good mental health.

Severe, persistent injury or impairment

ORANGE

Start making self-care a priority. Maintain social contacts and don't withdraw. Use
self-management tools and support strategies to build good mental health. Talk
to someone you're close to and seek professional help if you are concerned.

Clinical illnesses and disorders
requiring more concentrated medical care

RED

Talk to someone you trust and seek help from a mental health professional.
By leveraging tools and strategies, we can learn to minimize the impact
everyday challenges may have on mental health.
It is essential to be mindful of what the signs are that may indicate the need to
use further coping strategies or to seek care when it gets too challenging or no
longer helpful to try to go it alone
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OPTIMISING MENTAL HEALTH
This section will take you through some simple, practical steps that you
can take to improve your mental health and wellbeing.

5 WAYS TO WELLBEING
TAKE
NOTICE

CONNECT
BE ACTIVE

GIVE

KEEP
LEARNING

CONNECT
With the people around you. Having good relationships is
essential for your mental health.
Build rapport with your family, friends,
colleagues, and neighbors. Consider
these as the cornerstones of your life and
take time each day to develop them.
Building these connections will support
and enrich you every day.
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BE ACTIVE
Being physically active is equally important
for your mental health. Step outside
whenever possible. Go for a walk, run, or
cycle. Find activities that'll help you stay fit.
Start gardening or dance. Exercising can
make you feel great. Most importantly, find
an activity you enjoy that suits your mobility
and fitness level.

BE OBSERVANT
Be curious. Take notice of the world around you. Catch sight of your
beautiful surroundings. Observe the changing seasons. Savor every
moment, whether you are walking to work, sipping coffee, or talking to
friends. Be aware of how you are feeling. Reflecting on your happenings
will help you appreciate what matters most to you.
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KEEP LEARNING
Try something new. Pick up a skill.
Rediscover an old hobby. Consider
signing up for a course. Try to take on a
different responsibility at work. Fix a bike.
Learn how to cook something new. Set a
challenge you enjoy achieving. Learning
new things will make you more confident
and build a sense of purpose.

GIVE
Being kind to others can boost your
mental health. Try to do something nice
for a friend or a stranger. Thank someone.
Smile more. Join a community group.
Spend time with friends. Seeing yourself
and your happiness as linked to the
broader community can be extremely
rewarding and forms connections with
the people around you.
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STRESS MANAGEMENT TOOLS

TACTICAL
BREATHING

FLEXIBLE
THINKING
HEALTHY
HABITS

OPTIMISM
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TACTICAL BREATHING
Tactical breathing is one of the most practical skills to manage stress and
build adaptive coping mechanisms. Aside from the obvious, breathing is
useful for reducing anxiety particularly during a stressful situation when
nerves may decrease your performance.

HOW TO: TACTICAL BREATHING
1

Slowly breathe in through your nose
for a count of four.

2

Hold for a second.

3

Breathe out slowly through your
mouth or nose for a count of six.

4

Hold for a quick second.

5

Repeat.

Stand, sit comfortably or lie down. Place one hand on your abdomen and
the other on your upper chest. Remember to breathe deeply into your
diaphragm. Visualize your belly filling like a balloon.
To start with, your mind may wander during this activity. If you find that
you have become distracted, just bring your attention back to your
breath.
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FLEXIBLE THINKING – PROBLEM SOLVING
When you have a lot going on in your lives, it is common to feel
overwhelmed by problems, and the thought of having to deal with them.
Using a stress diary can be useful to specify the problems and then use
problem-solving techniques to gain better control over them. This can
reduce the feeling of being threatened or overwhelmed.

HOW TO: STRUCTURED PROBLEM SOLVING
1

Note down the problem causing you distress.

2

Think broadly about your options for dealing with the situation,
good and not so good, write them down.

3

Write down the advantages and
disadvantages of all options.

4

Identify the best option(s) to deal with
the problem.

5

List the measures needed to carry out
each option (resources required and any
pitfalls to overcome).

6

Review your progress: What have you
achieved? What still needs to
be done?
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OPTIMISM AND SELF-TALK
It is how we interpret problems that drives the level of stress that we feel,
rather than the problem itself. This means how we perceive life events (the
things that happen to us, challenge us, make demands of us, or that we
perceive may have consequences for us) has an enormous bearing on
how much stress or anxiety we experience.
An easy exercise that you can do is called ‘Three good things.’ Pay some
attention to three things that are going well for you or that you are
grateful for.
Do this a couple times a
week. This could be
something as simple as
getting off work early one
day or getting good
feedback on your
performance.
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HEALTHY HABITS
If you are aware that you are in a stressful situation, monitor your eating
patterns and make sure you eat properly. Take time to eat, not at your
desk and preferably with someone.
Getting adequate sleep and making some time to relax is also very
important. There are many ways to do this, playing sports, doing yoga,
reading, or simply doing nothing every now and then.
Having people to rely on and talk to is important for wellbeing, so put time
into those relationships, be a good friend yourself and people will be there
for you during tough times.
When you have a healthy lifestyle you can cope with challenges better:
Identify the healthy behavior you want to implement
Identify the barriers to implementing and continuing this
behavior.
Make a plan to overcome those barriers.
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